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Abstract

With the advent of multicore processors, it has become imperative to write par-
allel programs if one wishes to exploit the next generation of processors. This
paper deals with skyline computation as a case study of parallelizing database op-
erations on multicore architectures. First we parallelizethree sequential skyline
algorithms, BBS, SFS, and SSkyline, to see if the design principles of sequential
skyline computation also extend to parallel skyline computation. Then we de-
velop a new parallel skyline algorithm PSkyline based on thedivide-and-conquer
strategy. Experimental results show that all the algorithms successfully utilize
multiple cores to achieve a reasonable speedup. In particular, PSkyline achieves
a speedup approximately proportional to the number of coreswhen it needs a
parallel computation the most.
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1. Introduction

Multicore processors are going mainstream [26]. As a response to the prob-
lem of excessive power consumption and the lack of new optimization techniques,
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the industry has adopted a new strategy for boosting processor performance by
integrating multiple cores into a single processor insteadof increasing clock fre-
quency. In upcoming years, we will see processors with eight, sixteen, or more
cores, but not with much higher clock frequency.

The advent of multicore processors is making a profound impact on software
development [27]. As there is little performance gain when running sequential
programs on multicore processors, it is imperative to writeparallel programs in
order to exploit the next generation of processors. Due to simpler design and lower
clock frequency in individual cores, sequential programs may even experience
performance loss on tomorrow’s multicore processors.

This radical change in processor architectures begs an important question for
the database community:how can we exploit multicore architectures in imple-
menting database operations?Since multicore architectures combine multiple
independent cores sharing common input/output (I/O) devices, this question is
particularly relevant if database operations under consideration are computation-
ally intensive, but not I/O intensive. In such cases, multicore architectures offer
an added advantage of negligible or low overhead for communications between
parallel threads, which we can implement as reads and writesto the main memory
or disk.

This paper deals withskyline computation[2] as a case study of parallelizing
database operations on multicore architectures. Given a multi-dimensional dataset
of tuples, a skyline computation returns a subset of tuples,calledskyline tuples,
that are no worse than, or not dominated by, any other tuples when all dimensions
are considered together. Because of its potential applications in decision making,
skyline computation has drawn a lot of attention in the database community [14,
3, 9, 19, 16, 1, 35].

The computationally intensive nature of skyline computation makes it a good
candidate for parallelization especially on multicore architectures. Typically the
cost of skyline computation depends heavily on the number ofcomparisons be-
tween tuples, calleddominance tests, which involve only integer or floating-point
number comparisons and no I/O. Since a large number of dominance tests can
often be performed independently, skyline computation hasa good potential to
exploit multicore architectures. So far, however, its parallelization has been con-
sidered mainly on distributed architectures [33, 4, 32, 31]; only Selkeet al. re-
cently consider its parallelization on multicore architectures [24].

We parallelize three sequential skyline algorithms of different kinds to see
if the design principle of sequential skyline computation also extends to paral-
lel skyline computation. From index-based skyline algorithms, we choose the
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branch-and-bound skyline (BBS) algorithm [19] which uses R-trees [10] to elim-
inate from dominance tests a block of tuples at once. From sorting-based skyline
algorithms, we choose the sort-filter-skyline (SFS) algorithm [3] which presorts a
dataset according to a monotone preference function so thatno tuple is dominated
by succeeding tuples in the sorted dataset. We also parallelize a new nested-loop
skyline algorithm, called SSkyline (Simple Skyline), which neither uses index
structures nor presorts a dataset. In addition to parallelizing three sequential sky-
line algorithms, we also develop a new skyline algorithm, called PSkyline (Par-
allel Skyline), which is based on the divide-and-conquer strategy and designed
specifically for parallel skyline computation. PSkyline isremarkably simple be-
cause it uses no index structures and divides a dataset linearly into smaller blocks
of the same size (unlike existing divide-and-conquer skyline algorithms which
exploit geometric properties of datasets).

We test the four parallel skyline algorithms on a sixteen-core machine (with
four quad-core CPUs). Experimental results show that all thealgorithms suc-
cessfully utilize multiple cores to achieve reasonable speedups except on low-
dimensional datasets and datasets with a low density of skyline tuples on which
the sequential algorithms already run fast enough. In particular, the comparison
between parallel BBS and PSkyline suggests that for the efficiency of a parallel
skyline algorithm, a simple organization of candidate skyline tuples may be a bet-
ter choice than a clever organization that eliminates from dominance tests a block
of tuples at once but favors only sequential skyline computation.

Although the main topic of this paper is parallel skyline computation on mul-
ticore architectures, its main contribution also lies in providing evidence that the
time is ripe for a marriage between database operations and multicore architec-
tures. In order to exploit multicore architectures to theirfullest, we may have to
devise new index structures or re-implement database operations accordingly. In
fact, researches along this line are already producing highly promising (and even
surprising) results in the database community [17, 11, 12, 29, 13, 6]. Certainly
we do not want to find ourselves struggling to squeeze performance out of just a
single core while all other 31 cores remain idle!

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces skyline computation
and the parallel programming environment OpenMP [5] for implementing the par-
allel skyline algorithms, and discusses related work. Sections 3 and 4 explain how
we parallelize BBS and SFS, respectively. Section 5 presents SSkyline and its
parallelization. Section 6 presents the design and implementation of our parallel
skyline algorithm PSkyline. Section 7 gives experimental results and Section 8
concludes.
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2. Preliminaries

This section reviews basic properties of skyline computation and gives a brief
introduction to OpenMP. Then it discusses related work.

2.1. Skyline computation

Given a dataset, a skyline query retrieves a subset of tuples, called a skyline
set, that are not dominated by any other tuples. Under the assumption that smaller
values are better, a tuplep dominates another tupleq if all elements ofp are
smaller than or equal to their corresponding elements ofq and there exists at least
one element ofp that is strictly smaller than its corresponding element ofq. Thus
the skyline set consists of those tuples that are no worse than any other tuples
when all dimensions are considered together.

Let us formally define the skyline set of ad-dimensional datasetD. We write
p[i] for thei-th element of tuplep where1 ≤ i ≤ d. We writep ≺ q to mean that
tuplep dominates tupleq, i.e., p[i] ≤ q[i] holds for1 ≤ i ≤ d and there exists a
dimensionk such thatp[k] < q[k]. We also writep 6≺ q to mean thatp does not
dominateq, andp ≺≻ q to mean thatp andq are incomparable (p 6≺ q andq 6≺ p).
Then the skyline setS(D) of D is defined as

S(D) = {p ∈ D | q 6≺ p if q ∈ D}.

Note thatS(D) ⊂ D andS(S(D)) = S(D) hold. We refer to those tuples in the
skyline set as skyline tuples.

The computational cost of a skyline query mainly depends on the number
of dominance tests performed to identify skyline tuples. A dominance test be-
tween two tuplesp andq determines whetherp dominatesq (p ≺ q), q dominates
p (q ≺ p), or p andq are incomparable (p ≺≻ q). The computational cost of a
single dominance test increases with the dimensionality ofthe dataset.

Usually a skyline algorithm reduces the number of dominancetests by exploit-
ing specific properties of skyline tuples. For example, transitivity of ≺ allows us
to eliminate from further consideration any tuple as soon aswe find that it is dom-
inated by another tuple:

Proposition 2.1 (Transitivity of ≺ ).
If p ≺ q andq ≺ r, thenp ≺ r.

Another useful property is that we may consider incomparable datasets inde-
pendently of each other. We say that two datasetsD1 andD2 are incomparable,
writtenD1 ≺≻ D2, if p ≺≻ q holds for every pair of tuplesp ∈ D1 andq ∈ D2.
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Proposition 2.2 (Incomparability).
If D1 ≺≻ D2, thenS(D1 ∪D2) = S(D1) ∪ S(D2).

This property is the basis for existing divide-and-conquerskyline algorithms
which preprocess a given dataset into incomparable datasets in order to avoid un-
necessary dominance tests. In the worst case, however, a dominance test between
every pair of tuples is necessary because every tuple may be askyline tuple.

Our parallel skyline algorithm PSkyline is also a divide-and-conquer algo-
rithm, but uses distributivity ofS as its basis:

Proposition 2.3 (Distributivity of S).
S(D1 ∪D2) = S(S(D1) ∪ S(D2)).

That is, it computesS(D1 ∪D2) by first computingS(D1) andS(D2) sepa-
rately and then mergingS(D1) andS(D2). HereD1 andD2 do not need to be
incomparable datasets, which means that PSkyline may divide a given dataset in
an arbitrary way.

2.2. OpenMP

We use the OpenMP programming environment [5] both to parallelize BBS,
SFS, and SSkyline and to instantiate PSkyline into an implementation tailored to
multicore architectures. OpenMP consists of a set of compiler directives and run-
time library routines to support shared-memory parallel programming in C, C++,
and Fortran.

OpenMP allows incremental parallelization of an existing sequential program
by annotating with OpenMP directives. The following C code illustrates how to
parallelize afor loop using OpenMP:

#pragma omp parallel for default(shared) private(i)
for (i = 0; i < size; i++)
output[i] = f(input[i]);

The OpenMP directive in the first line specifies that iterations with loop variable
i be executed in parallel. Thus thefor loop applies functionf to each element of
arrayinput and stores the result in arrayoutput in parallel. Our pseudocode
uses theparallel for construct to denote such parallelfor loops.
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2.3. Related work
The problem of skyline computation is known as the maximal vector problem

in the computational geometry community. Kunget al. [15] study the time com-
plexity of the problem with a theoretical divide-and-conquer algorithm and a con-
crete algorithm for three-dimensional datasets. Stojmenović and Miyakawa [25]
present a divide-and-conquer algorithm for two-dimensional datasets. Matousek
[18] uses matrix multiplication to develop an algorithm fordatasets whose di-
mensionality and size are equal. Dehneet al. [8] present a divide-and-conquer
algorithm for three-dimensional datasets. All these algorithms are parallelizable,
but are not suitable for skyline computation in the databasecontext because of the
constraints on the dimensionality of datasets.

For generic skyline computation as a database operation, there are several al-
gorithms that do not require special index structures or preprocessing. The block-
nested-loops (BNL) algorithm [2] performs a dominance test between every pair
of tuples while maintaining a window of candidate skyline tuples. The sort-filter-
skyline (SFS) algorithm [3] is similar to BNL, but presorts a dataset according to
a monotone preference function so that no tuple is dominatedby succeeding tu-
ples in the sorted dataset. Presorting a dataset allows SFS to compare a candidate
skyline tuple only with those tuples in the window (which contains only skyline tu-
ples) and not with succeeding tuples in the sorted dataset during its filtering phase.
LESS (linear elimination sort for skyline) [9] incorporates two optimization tech-
niques into the external sorting phase of SFS. It uses an elimination-filter window
to eliminate tuples during the initial sorting phase, and combines the final sorting
phase with the initial filtering phase of SFS. SaLSa (sort andlimit skyline algo-
rithm) [1] is another skyline algorithm that presorts a dataset, but unlike SFS and
LESS, does not necessarily inspect every tuple in the sorteddataset. It maintains
a special tuple called a stop point in order to check if all remaining tuples in the
sorted dataset can be eliminated. The recent skyline algorithm OSPSPF (object-
based space partitioning skyline with partitioning first) [35] does not use index
structures, but constantly updates an in-memory tree structure called LCRS (left-
child/right-sibling) tree to store current skyline tuples. SFS, LESS, and SaLSa
are all amenable to parallelization because they involve sorting a dataset, but their
full parallelization has not been reported. (OSPSPF seems difficult to parallelize
because of its use of a dynamic tree structure.) We choose to parallelize SFS as
the representative algorithm that does not use special index structures or prepro-
cessing.

There are also several skyline algorithms that exploit special index structures.
The nearest-neighbor (NN) algorithm [14] and the branch-and-bound skyline (BBS)
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algorithm [19] use R-trees [10] as their index structures in order to eliminate from
dominance tests a block of tuples at once. BBS has an important property that it
is I/O optimal: it makes a single visit to only those nodes in the R-tree that may
contain skyline tuples. The ZSearch algorithm [16] uses a new variant of B+-tree,
calledZBtree, for maintaining the set of candidate skyline tuples in Z-order [22].
We choose to parallelize BBS as the representative algorithm that uses special
index structures.

Parallel skyline computation so far has been considered mainly on distributed
architectures in which participating nodes in a network share nothing and com-
municate only by exchanging messages [33, 4, 32, 31]. While similar in spirit
in that we attempt to utilize multiple computational units,we focus on exploiting
properties specific to multicore architectures in which participating cores inside a
processor share everything and communicate simply by updating the main mem-
ory. Recently Selkeet al. [24] consider parallel skyline computation on multicore
architectures. They parallelize BNL using three synchronization and locking tech-
niques: continuous locking, lazy locking, and lock free synchronization using a
special hardware operation called compare-and-swap. Theyexperimentally show
that their parallel BNL algorithms using lazy locking and lock free synchroniza-
tion techniques achieve a speedup approximately proportional to the number of
cores. Our work differs from their work in that we ensure the correctness of our
algorithms without using any synchronization techniques.(Locking and synchro-
nization often lead to performance loss.)

3. Parallel BBS

This section develops a parallel version of the branch-and-bound skyline (BBS)
algorithm. We give a brief introduction to BBS and explain how to parallelize it.

3.1. Branch-and-bound skyline algorithm

BBS is a state-of-the-art skyline algorithm which uses R-treesas its index
structures. Algorithm 1 describes the pseudocode of BBS. It takes as input an
R-treeR built from a dataset and returns as output the skyline set. BBS maintains
in the main memory a heapH holding R-tree nodes and an arrayS holding skyline
tuples. In lines 5 and 8, BBS performs dominance tests between acandidate
skyline tuple (or an intermediate node ofR) and all skyline tuples inS. If e is an
intermediate node in line 6, BBS retrieves children ofe before executing the loop
in lines 7–10.
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Algorithm 1 BBS (R: R-tree)
1: S ← φ
2: insert all children of the rootR into heapH
3: while H is not emptydo
4: e← remove the top entry ofH
5: if ∀e′ ∈ S.e′ 6≺ e then
6: if e is an intermediate node ofR then
7: for each childci of e do
8: if ∀e′ ∈ S.e′ 6≺ ci then
9: insertci intoH

10: endfor
11: else inserte into S
12: end if
13: end while
14: return S

3.2. Parallelizing BBS

A naive approach to parallelizing BBS is to perform dominance tests in lines
5 and 8 of Algorithm 1 in parallel. These two lines are the mosttime-consuming
part of BBS and also do not require I/O operations. For example,the following
table shows profiling results for two 10-dimensional datasets with 102400 tuples
from Section 7:

lines 5 and 8 others
dataset 1 97.6% 2.4%
dataset 2 98.6% 1.4%

Moreover dominance tests in lines 5 and 8 are all independentof each other.
Therefore lines 5 and 8 are the most appropriate part to rewrite when parallelizing
BBS.

The naive approach, however, is not so effective for two reasons. First, as soon
as a certain thread finds a skyline tuplee′ in S dominating a common R-tree node
(e in line 5 andci in line 8 of Algorithm 1), we may terminate all other threads
immediately because the∀ condition is already violated, but we still have to wait
until all other threads terminate by themselves (partiallybecause of the limitation
of OpenMP). If we explicitly initiate communications between threads in such
cases, the communication cost far outweighs the benefit of parallel dominance
tests. Second spawning a thread itself is relatively expensive in comparison with
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the actual computation assigned to each thread, especiallywhen the number of
skyline tuples is small.

Our approach is to execute lines 5 and 8 of Algorithm 1 for multiple candidate
skyline tuples in parallel. That is, we first accumulate candidate skyline tuples that
are incomparable with each other, and then inspect these candidate skyline tuples
in parallel. This approach resolves the two problems with the naive approach.
First all threads independently perform dominance tests ondifferent candidate
skyline tuples. That is, each thread checks the whole condition ∀e′ ∈ S ′.e′ 6≺ e

for a specific candidate skyline tuplee rather than performing a single dominance
teste′ 6≺ e as in the naive approach. Second, by accumulating many candidate
skyline tuples before spawning multiple threads, we can assign to each thread
a relatively heavy computation whose cost far exceeds the cost of spawning the
thread itself.

Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode of parallel BBS. It first accumulates in-
comparable R-tree nodes in an additional arrayS ′ (lines 4–7). It stops accumu-
lating R-tree nodes either when the number of candidate skyline tuples (or equiv-
alently leaf nodes) inS ′ exceeds a thresholdβ or when an intermediate node is
added intoS ′. Then it inspects in parallel if each accumulated nodeei in S ′ is
dominated by any skyline tuple inS (lines 9–12). For each nodeei that sur-
vives dominance tests, parallel BBS sets a corresponding flagflagi to true. If
the surviving nodeei is an intermediate node, parallel BBS inserts into heapH

all children ofei that are not dominated by any skyline tuple inS (lines 15–23);
it performs dominance tests for the children ofei in parallel and uses flagscflagj
to indicate whether the children ofei survive dominance tests (lines 16–19). If
the surviving nodeei is a leaf node, or equivalently a skyline tuple, parallel BBS
inserts it intoS (line 24).

Note that we stop accumulating R-tree nodes inS ′ as soon as an intermediate
node is added toS ′ (line 4). This is necessary to ensure the correctness of par-
allel BBS: even if an intermediate node dominates a candidate skyline tuple, the
candidate tuple may still be a (final) skyline tuple, since dominance tests use the
lower-left corner of the minimum bounding rectangle of an intermediate node. If
we do not stop accumulating R-tree nodes inS ′ in such cases, we may discard a
skyline tuple that happens to be dominated by an intermediate node.

4. Parallel SFS

This section develops a parallel version of the sort-filter-skyline (SFS) algo-
rithm. We give a brief introduction to SFS and explain how to parallelize it.
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Algorithm 2 Parallel BBS (R: R-tree)
1: S ← φ, S′← φ
2: insert all children of the rootR into heapH
3: while H or S′ is not emptydo
4: if there is no intermediate node inS′ and|S′| < β andH is not emptythen
5: e← remove the top entry ofH
6: if ∀e′ ∈ S′.e′ 6≺ e then
7: inserte into S′

8: else
9: parallel for eachei ∈ S′ do

10: if ∀e′ ∈ S.e′ 6≺ ei then
11: flagi← true
12: end parallel for
13: for eachei ∈ S′ do
14: if flagi = true then
15: if ei is an intermediate node ofR then
16: parallel for each childcj of ei do
17: if ∀e′ ∈ S.e′ 6≺ cj then
18: cflagj ← true
19: end parallel for
20: for each childcj of ei do
21: if cflagj = true then
22: insertcj intoH
23: end for
24: else insertei into S
25: end if
26: end for
27: S′← φ
28: end if
29: end while
30: return S

4.1. Sort-filter-skyline algorithm

SFS is a skyline algorithm based on presorting and uses no index structures.
Algorithm 3 describes the pseudocode of SFS. It takes as input an arrayD[1 . . . n]
of tuples which is assumed to fit in the main memory. It returnsas output the sky-
line setS(D[1 . . . n]). SFS maintains an arrayS holding skyline tuples and visits
all tuples in sorted order (line 3). For each tupleD[i], SFS performs dominance
tests with all skyline tuples inS (line 4). If no skyline tuples inS dominateD[i],
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Algorithm 3 SFS (D[1 . . . n])
1: S ← φ
2: sortD[1 . . . n] topologically with respect to≺
3: for i = 1 to n do
4: if ∀ e ∈ S. e 6≺ D[i] then
5: insertD[i] into S
6: end for
7: return S

SFS insertsD[i] into S (line 5).

4.2. Parallelizing SFS

The main idea in parallelizing SFS is the same as in parallelizing BBS: in-
stead of performing dominance tests in line 4 of Algorithm 3 in parallel, we first
accumulate multiple candidate skyline tuples (up to a threshold numberγ) that are
incomparable with each other, and then inspect each candidate skyline tuple inde-
pendently. In this way, we assign to each thread a relativelyheavy computation
which attempts to compare one or more candidate skyline tuples with all skyline
tuples inS.

Algorithm 4 describes the pseudocode of parallel SFS. While visiting each
tuple in sorted order (line 3), parallel SFS accumulates incomparable tuples in an
additional arrayS ′ (lines 4–5). After accumulatingγ incomparable tuples (line 6),
parallel SFS inspects all accumulated tuples inS ′ in parallel to identify and store
new skyline tuples in a temporary arrayS ′′ (lines 8–11). In lines 15–19, parallel
SFS inspects in parallel remaining candidate skyline tuples in S ′ (whose size is
less thanγ).

5. Parallel SSkyline

This section develops a nested-loop skyline algorithm which neither uses in-
dex structures nor presorts a dataset. The key idea is already found in another
skyline algorithm called Best [30], but we have independently discovered a highly
efficient cache-conscious implementation of the same idea,which we call SSky-
line (Simple Skyline). We first introduce SSkyline and proveits correctness. Then
we explain how to parallelize it.

5.1. Simple skyline algorithm
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Algorithm 4 Parallel SFS (D[1 . . . n])
1: S ← φ, S′← φ
2: sortD[1 . . . n] topologically with respect to≺
3: for i = 1 to n do
4: if ∀ e ∈ S′. e 6≺ D[i] do
5: insertD[i] into S′

6: if |S′| = γ then
7: S′′← φ
8: parallel for eache ∈ S′ do
9: if ∀ e′ ∈ S. e′ 6≺ e then

10: inserte into S′′

11: end parallel for
12: S ← S ∪ S′′, S′← φ
13: end if
14: end for
15: S′′← φ
16: parallel for eache ∈ S′ do
17: if ∀ e′ ∈ S. e′ 6≺ e then
18: inserte into S′′

19: end parallel for
20: return S ∪ S′′

Algorithm 5 describes the pseudocode of SSkyline. As input,it takes an array
D[1 . . . n] of tuples which is assumed to fit in the main memory. As output,it
returns the skyline setS(D[1 . . . n]). We design SSkyline as an in-place algorithm
which requires no extra memory, but overwrites the input array. For notational
convenience, we writeD[i] for the i-th element of arrayD andD[i . . . j] for the
subarray ofD from indexi to indexj.

SSkyline uses two nested loops. The outer loop useshead as its loop variable
which is initialized to1 and always increases. The inner loop usesi as its loop
variable which is initialized tohead + 1 and always increases. The two loops
share another variabletail which is initialized ton and always decreases. When
i increases pasttail, the inner loop terminates; whenhead andtail meet in the
middle, the outer loop terminates.

In order to show the correctness of SSkyline, we first analyzethe inner loop
and then prove thatD[1 . . . head] holds the skyline set of the input array when
the outer loop terminates. Roughly speaking, the inner loop searches for a skyline
tuple inD[head . . . tail] and stores it inD[head]; the outer loop repeats the inner
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Algorithm 5 SSkyline (D[1 . . . n])
1: head← 1
2: tail← n
3: while head < tail do
4: i← head+ 1
5: while i ≤ tail do
6: if D[head] ≺ D[i] then
7: D[i]← D[tail]
8: tail← tail − 1
9: else if D[i] ≺ D[head] then

10: D[head]← D[i]
11: D[i]← D[tail]
12: tail← tail − 1
13: i← head+ 1
14: else
15: i← i+ 1
16: end if
17: end while
18: if head < tail then
19: head← head+ 1
20: end while
21: return D[1 . . . head]

loop until it identifies all skyline tuples.
Let Dinner be the value ofD[head . . . tail] before the inner loop starts (after

line 4). SSkyline maintains the following invariants at thebeginning of the inner
loop (in line 5):

1. D[head . . . tail] ⊂ Dinner.
2. D[head] ≺≻ D[(head+ 1) . . . (i− 1)].
3. S(Dinner) = S(D[head . . . tail]).

Invariant 1 means thatD[head . . . tail] is a subset ofDinner. Invariant 2 implies
thatD[head] is a skyline tuple ofD[head . . . (i− 1)]. Invariant 3 implies that in
order to computeS(Dinner), we only have to consider a subarrayD[head . . . tail].

Proposition 5.1. The inner loop maintains Invariants 1, 2, and 3.

Proof. See Appendix.
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The inner loop terminates wheni = tail + 1. By Invariant 2,D[head] is a
skyline tuple ofD[head . . . tail], and by Invariant 3,D[head] is a skyline tuple
of S(Dinner). Thus the inner loop terminates when it identifies a skyline tuple of
Dinner.

LetDouter be the value ofD[1 . . . n] before the outer loop begins (after line 2).
SSkyline maintains the following invariants at the beginning of the outer loop (in
line 3):

4. D[1 . . . (head− 1)] ≺≻ D[head . . . tail].
5. S(Douter) = S(D[1 . . . tail]).
6. S(D[1 . . . (head− 1)]) = D[1 . . . (head− 1)].

Invariant 4 implies that we may considerD[head . . . tail] independently ofD[1 . . . (head− 1)].
Invariant 5 implies that in order to computeS(Douter), we only have to consider a
subarrayD[1 . . . tail]. Invariant 6 means thatD[1 . . . (head− 1)] is a skyline set.

Proposition 5.2. The outer loop maintains Invariants 4, 5, and 6.

Proof. See Appendix.

The outer loop terminates whenhead = tail, and SSkyline returnsD[1 . . . head] =
S(Douter):

D[1 . . . head]
= D[1 . . . head− 1] ∪D[head]
= S(D[1 . . . head− 1]) ∪D[head] by Invariant 6
= S(D[1 . . . head− 1]) ∪ S(D[head])
= S(D[1 . . . head− 1] ∪D[head]) by Invariant 4and Proposition 2.2
= S(D[1 . . . head])
= S(Douter) by Invariant 5

Thus we state the correctness of SSkyline as follows:

Theorem 5.3. LetDouter be the input to SSkyline. When the outer loop terminates,
we haveD[1 . . . head] = S(Douter).

As it maintains a window of tuples in nested loops, SSkyline is similar to
the block-nested-loops (BNL) algorithm, but with an important difference. BNL
maintains a window of incomparable tuples that may later turn out to be non-
skyline tuples. Hence, each time it reads a tuple, the windoweither grows, shrinks,
or remains unchanged. In contrast, SSkyline maintains a window of skyline tu-
ples, namelyD[1 . . . (head− 1)], which grows only with new skyline tuples. In
essence, BNL is designed to minimize disk reads, whereas SSkyline is designed
to exploit the assumption that the input array fits in the mainmemory.
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5.2. Parallelizing SSkyline
SSkyline is difficult to parallelize for two reasons. First SSkyline frequently

updates elements of an input array. Thus, in order to parallelize SSkyline, we
need to ensure that while a thread is accessing a certain element of the array,
other threads do not update the same element. Locking and synchronization tech-
niques can prevent such situations, but they often result inperformance loss.
Second the invariants of SSkyline fail to hold if we simply parallelize either
the outer loop (lines 3–20) or the inner loop (lines 5–17) of SSkyline. For ex-
ample, assume that we parallelize the inner loop. When a thread executes the
ik-th iteration,D[head] is not necessarily incomparable with all the tuples in
D[(head+ 1) . . . (ik − 1)] becauseD[head] may not have been compared yet
with all the tuples inD[(head+ 1) . . . (ik − 1)]. Hence Invariant 2 does not hold.
Similarly, if we parallelize the outer loop, Invariant 6 does not hold: when a thread
executes theheadk-th iteration, all the tuples inD[1 . . . (headk − 1)] are not nec-
essarily skyline tuples because dominance tests for such tuples may not have been
completed yet. In summary, SSkyline is difficult to parallelize because it keeps
reorganizing the input array so that the front subarrayD[1 . . . (head− 1)] holds
skyline tuples while the next subarrayD[head . . . tail] holds candidate skyline
tuples.

We address this problem by associating a flag with each tuple.More precisely,
instead of reorganizing an input array itself, we update flags in an atomic way:
we first mark all candidate skyline tuples asunknown; then, whenever finding
a skyline tuple, we mark it asskyline; if a tuple is found to be dominated by
another tuple, we mark it asdominated. Note that there is only one way to up-
date each flag. That is, askyline flag cannot be updated todominated and vice
versa. Hence we do not need to employ a synchronization technique in paralleliz-
ing SSkyline. Furthermore, since we do not maintain two continuous subarrays
for skyline tuples and candidate skyline tuples, the invariant of parallel SSkyline
becomes much simpler: only skyline tuples can be marked asskyline and no
skyline tuples are ever marked asdominated.

Algorithm 6 describes the pseudocode of parallel SSkyline.It first marks every
tuple inD asunknown (line 1), and dividesD into b smaller blocks (line 2). Then
it inspects all blocks in parallel to find skyline tuples in each block (lines 3–23).
To simplify the notation, for each blockB whose first element isD[l], we writek
to mean index(k + l − 2)%n + 1 (line 4). In other words, we interpretD[k] in
lines 4–22 asD[(k + l − 2)%n+ 1]. Thus, in fact, the innermost loop visitsD in
the order ofD[l + 1], · · · , D[n], D[1], · · · , D[l − 1] (line 7). For each blockB,
parallel SSkyline select a candidate skyline tupleD[head] in B which is marked
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Algorithm 6 Parallel SSkyline (D[1 . . . n])
1: mark every tuple inD[1 . . . n] asunknown
2: divideD[1 . . . n] into b blocks
3: parallel for each blockB do
4: // use array indexk to mean(k + l − 2)%n+ 1 whereB[1] = D[l]
5: for eachi such thatD[i] is marked asunknown andD[i] ∈ B do
6: head← i
7: for eachj such thatD[j] is marked asunknown andj ∈ {(i+ 1), . . . , n} do
8: if D[head] is not marked asunknown
9: break

10: if D[j] is not marked asunknown
11: continue
12: if D[head] ≺ D[j] then
13: markD[j] asdominated
14: else if D[j] ≺ D[head] then
15: markD[head] asdominated
16: head← j
17: restart
18: end if
19: end for
20: if D[head] is marked asunknown
21: markD[head] asskyline
22: end for
23: end parallel for
24: return all the tuples inD[1 . . . n] marked asskyline

asunknown (lines 5–6), and compares it with all otherunknown tuplesD[j] in
D[(i+ 1) . . . n] (lines 7–19). Since other threads may markD[head] andD[j] as
dominated or skyline, parallel SSkyline checks if they are marked asunknown

before performing a dominance test (lines 8–11). Parallel SSkyline marksD[j]
asdominated if D[head] dominatesD[j] (lines 12–13). In the case thatD[j]
dominatesD[head], parallel SSkyline not only marksD[head] asdominated but
also restarts the innermost loop withD[j] as a tuple to be compared with other
tuples (lines 14–17). We restart the innermost loop withD[j] becauseD[j] is
more likely to dominate many other tuples than an arbitrary tuple. In lines 20–
21, if D[head] is not dominated by any other tuple, parallel SSkyline marksit as
skyline.

In order to avoid sequentially scanning the input arrayD in lines 5 and 7, each
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tuple maintains an index to the next candidateunknown tuple. Specifically, when
the index maintained by a tupleD[i] is j, all tuples fromD[i] to D[j − 1] are
guaranteed to be marked as eitherdominated or skyline, but not asunknown.
Parallel SSkyline updates these indexes whenever it findsunknown tuples in lines
5 and 7. With this optimization technique, parallel SSkyline achieves a speedup
approximately proportional to the number of cores.

6. Parallel skyline algorithm PSkyline

This section develops our parallel skyline algorithm PSkyline (Parallel Sky-
line) and proves its correctness. It also describes an implementation of PSkyline.

6.1. Notational conventions

In the design of PSkyline, we make extensive use of functions(e.g., functions
that take other functions as their arguments). Hence we firstdescribe our notation
for functions and function applications. The notation is similar to the syntax of
the functional programming language Haskell [21].

We write f(x) for an application of functionf to argumentx. A function
may take multiple arguments and we writef (x1, · · · , xn) for an application of
functionf to argumentsx1, · · · , xn. If an application of a functionf to arguments
x1, · · · , xn returnse as the result, we write the specification forf as follows:

f (x1, · · · , xn)
def
= e

For a binary functionf , we write 〈f〉 for an equivalent infix operator such that
f (x, y) = x 〈f〉 y.

In developing PSkyline, we consider two parallel functions: PMap and PRe-
duce. PMap (Parallel Map) takes a unary functionf and a setD as its arguments,
and appliesf to each element ofD in parallel:

PMap(f, {x1, x2, · · · , xn})
def
= {f(x1), f(x2), · · · , f(xn)}

If f takesO(1) sequential time, PMap(f, D) takesO(1) parallel time. PReduce
(Parallel Reduce) takes an associative binary functionf and a setD, and collapses
D into a single element by repeatedly applyingf to its elements:

PReduce(f, {x})
def
= x

PReduce(f, {x1, x2, · · · , xn})
def
= x1 〈f〉 x2 〈f〉 · · · 〈f〉 xn
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The associativity off ensures that PReduce(f, D) may applyf to elements ofD
in any order. Iff takesO(1) time, PReduce(f, D) takesO(log n) parallel time
wheren is the length ofD.

We also consider SReduce (Sequential Reduce), a sequential version of PRe-
duce, defined as follows:

SReduce(f, {x1, · · · , xn−1, xn})
def
= (SReduce(f, {x1, · · · , xn−1})) 〈f〉 xn

SReduce(f, D) takesO(n) sequential time iff takesO(1) sequential time andn
is the length ofD.

6.2. Overall design
We wish to design a parallel skyline algorithm that computesthe skyline set

S(D) of a given datasetD. Our goal is to define a function PSkyline such that

PSkyline(D)
def
= S(D).

Basically PSkyline is a simple divide-and-conquer algorithm:

1. It dividesD into b smaller blocksD1, · · · , Db.
2. For each blockDi (1 ≤ i ≤ b), it computesS(Di) separately.
3. It mergesb skyline setsS(D1), · · · , S(Db).

When dividingD, PSkyline does not use a particular strategy. Rather it simply
dividesD linearly into smaller blocks so that their concatenation rebuildsD:

D = D1 ∪ · · · ∪Db

In contrast, most of the existing divide-and-conquer algorithms for skyline com-
putation divide the dataset geometrically (e.g., by repeatedly splitting tuples along
the median element in each dimension) in order to eliminate from dominance tests
a block of tuples at once.

In order to define PSkyline in terms of PMap and PReduce functions, we use
SSkyline introduced in Section 5.1 and introduce an auxiliary function SMerge
(Sequential Merge). SSkyline performs a sequential computation to obtain the
skyline set of a given block. (Although we may use any sequential algorithm,
we choose SSkyline because it particularly runs fast on small datasets.) SMerge
performs a sequential computation to merge two skyline sets:

SSkyline(Di)
def
= S(Di)

SMerge(S1, S2)
def
= S(S1 ∪ S2) whereS(S1) = S1 andS(S2) = S2
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Algorithm 7 PSkyline (D[1 . . . n])
1: divideD[1 . . . n] intoD1 · · ·Db

2: parallel for eachDi do
3: Si← SSkyline(Di)
4: end parallel for
5: S ← φ
6: for i = 1 to n do
7: S ← PMerge(S, Si)
8: end for
9: return S

Using the fact that SMerge is associative, we obtain a definition of PSkyline that
uses PMap and PReduce:

PSkyline1 (D)
def
= PReduce(SMerge, (PMap(SSkyline, {D1, · · · , Db})))

whereD = D1 ∪ · · · ∪Db

A drawback of PSkyline1 is that the whole computation reverts to a sequential
computation precisely when it needs a parallel computationthe most. To see
why, observe that PSkyline1 (D) eventually ends up with an invocation of SMerge
with two skyline setsS ′ andS ′′ such thatS ′ = S(D′) andS ′′ = S(D′′) where
D = D′ ∪ D′′. If the size of a skyline set grows with the size of its dataset, this
last invocation of SMerge is likely to be the most costly among all invocations of
SMerge, yet it cannot take advantage of parallel computing.

This observation leads to another definition of PSkyline that uses a sequen-
tial version of PReduce but a parallel version of SMerge. Assuming an auxiliary
function PMerge (Parallel Merge) that performs a parallel computation to merge
two skyline sets, we obtain another definition of PSkyline that uses SReduce and
PMerge:

PSkyline2 (D)
def
= SReduce(PMerge, (PMap(SSkyline, {D1, · · · , Db})))

whereD = D1 ∪ · · · ∪Db

Now we have a definition of PSkyline that takes full advantageof parallel com-
puting and use this second definition PSkyline2 as our parallel skyline algorithm.

Algorithm 7 describes the pseudocode of PSkyline. PSkylinefirst dividesD
linearly intoD1, · · · , Db of the same size (line 1). Then it invokes PMap which is
implemented using theparallel for construct; lines 2–4 implement PMap (SSky-
line, {D1, · · · , Db}) which computes the local skyline setSi of each blockDi.
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Algorithm 8 PMerge(S1, S2)
1: T1 ← S1

2: T2 ← φ

3: f (y)
def
= begin

4: for eachx ∈ T1 do
5: if y ≺ x then
6: T1 ← T1 − {x}
7: else if x ≺ y then
8: return
9: end if

10: end for
11: T2 ← T2 ∪ {y}
12: end
13: parallel for eachz ∈ S2 do
14: f (z)
15: end parallel for
16: return T1 ∪ T2

Then lines 6–8 merge local skyline sets sequentially using PMerge. Below we
describe our implementation of PMerge.

6.3. Parallel skyline merging

PMerge is a function taking two skyline setsS1 andS2 and returning the sky-
line set of their unionS1 ∪ S2:

PMerge(S1, S2)
def
= S(S1 ∪ S2) whereS(S1) = S1 andS(S2) = S2

First we describe an implementation of PMerge that uses sets. Then we describe
an equivalent implementation that uses arrays.

Algorithm 8 describes an implementation of PMerge that usessets. Given two
local skyline setsS1 andS2, it creates another two local setsT1 andT2 (lines 1–2).
Then it defines a local functionf (lines 3–12) and appliesf to each elementz of
S2 in parallel (lines 13–15). Finally it returnsT1 ∪ T2 as its result (line 16).

T1 is initialized with S1 (line 1) and decreases its size by eliminating non-
skyline tuples inS1 (line 6). T2 is initialized with an empty set (line 2) and
increases its size by admitting skyline tuples fromS2 (line 11). EventuallyT1

eliminates all non-skyline tuples inS1 to becomeS1 ∩ S(S1 ++ S2), andT2 ad-
mits all skyline tuples fromS2 to becomeS2 ∩ S(S1 ++ S2).
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Given a tupley as input, the local functionf updatesT1 andT2 by performing
dominance tests betweeny and tuples inT1. It keeps eliminating fromT1 those
tuples dominated byy (lines 5–6), but as soon as it locates a tuple inT1 that
dominatesy, it terminates (lines 7–8). If no tuple inT1 dominatesy, it appends
y to T2 (line 11). Note thatf only updatesT1 andT2 and returns no interesting
result.

PMerge appliesf to each tuple inS2 in parallel (line 13). Since multiple
invocations off attempt to updateT1 andT2 simultaneously, we assume that as-
signments toT1 andT2 in lines 6 and 11 are atomic operations. Note that an
invocation off may observe changes inT1 made by other parallel invocations of
f . These changes are safe becauseT1 never grows and the loop inf never consid-
ers the same tuple more than once. In fact, it is because parallel updates toT1 are
allowed that all invocations off cooperate with each other.

The following theorem states the correctness of PMerge:

Theorem 6.1. If S(S1) = S1 andS(S2) = S2, PMerge(S1, S2) returnsS(S1 ∪ S2).

Proof. See Appendix.

It is important that because of frequent updates toT1 andT2 by parallel invo-
cations off , we intend to use PMerge only on multicore architectures. Ondis-
tributed architectures, for example, an update toT1 in line 6 orT2 in line 11 may
be accompanied by communications to other nodes in the network and its commu-
nication cost is likely to outweigh the benefit of parallel computing. On multicore
architectures, such an update incurs only a single write to the main memory and
thus can be implemented at a relatively low (or almost negligible) cost.

Now we rewrite the implementation in Algorithm 8 by storing all datasets in
arrays. ForS1 andS2, we use two arrays of tuples which are assumed to fit in
the main memory. Since no assignment toS1 occurs andT1 always holds a subset
of S1, we representT1 as an arrayF1 of boolean flags such thatF1[i] = true if
and only ifS1[i] ∈ T1. Then every element ofF1 is initialized withtrue and the
assignment toT1 in line 6 changes to a single write offalse to a certain element
of F1. Since every update toF1 writes the same boolean valuefalse, the order of
writes to the same element ofF1 does not matter, which implies that all updates
to F1 are effectively atomic operations. Similarly we representT2 as an arrayF2

whose elements are initialized withfalse and implement the assignment toT2 in
line 11 as a write oftrue to an element ofF2.

In order to store the array forT1 ∪ T2, we reuse the two arrays allocated for
S1 andS2. Thus the new implementation of PMerge uses an in-place algorithm
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except that it allocates two fresh arraysF1 andF2.

6.4. Overall implementation

Our parallel skyline algorithm PSkyline proceeds in two steps: first a parallel
application of the sequential skyline algorithm SSkyline and second a sequential
application of the parallel skyline merging algorithm PMerge. Below we describe
how PSkyline computes the skyline set of a datasetD of dimensionalityd. We
assume that a total ofc cores are available.

In the first step, PSkyline loads the datasetD in the main memory at once
and divides it intob blocksD1, · · · , Db. Then it applies SSkyline to each block in
parallel; theb resultant skyline setsS1, · · · , Sb are kept in the main memory. In
the second step, PSkyline applies PMerge to a pair of skylinesets a total ofb− 1
times. It begins by readingS1 from the main memory. We letS ′

1 = S(S1) = S1.
At the i-th invocation where1 ≤ i ≤ b − 1, PMerge readsSi+1 and computes
S ′

i+1 = S(S
′

i ∪ Si+1). The memory usage (in terms of the number of tuples) is no
higher than|D|(1 + 1

d
) which is reached when all tuples are skyline tuples. Here

|D|1
d

accounts for two arrays of boolean flags whose combined length is |D|. The
memory usage is also no lower than|S(D)|(1 + 1

d
) because PMerge eventually

stores the entire skyline set in the main memory. As a specialcase, if we setb to
c, the memory usage always lies between|D| and|D|(1 + 1

d
).

6.5. Comparisons with MapReduce

The idea of basic constructs such as PMap, SReduce, and PMergein PSkyline
is already in use by such database programming models as MapReduce [7, 23]
and Map-Reduce-Merge [34]. Parallel constructs in these programming models,
however, are actually different from PMap, SReduce, and PMerge. For example,
the map construct in MapReduce takes as input a single key/value pair and returns
as output a list of key/value pairs, whereas PMap takes as input a unary function
and a set and returns as output another set. Although PSkyline can be implemented
using MapReduce, our implementation using OpenMP is much simpler since it
specifies only high-level compiler directives to parallelize loops (see Section 2.2).

7. Experimental results

This section presents experimental results of running parallel BBS, parallel
SFS, parallel SSkyline, and PSkyline on a sixteen-core machine. We are primar-
ily interested in the speedup of each individual algorithm when it exploits multiple
cores. We do not consider the relative performance of all thealgorithms because it
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is hard to ensure fair comparisons. For example, parallel BBS is a disk-based al-
gorithm which dynamically loads R-tree nodes as necessary, whereas all the other
algorithms load the entire dataset into the main memory at once. The memory
usage of PSkyline also depends on both the number of blocks and cores. Thus we
focus on analyzing the speed of each parallel algorithm to see how good it is at
utilizing multi-core architectures.

We implement parallel SFS, parallel SSkyline, and PSkylinein C. For BBS,
we parallelize the implementation, written in C++, providedby the authors of
[28]. We reimplement SFS as a main-memory algorithm loadingthe entire dataset
into the main memory, and then parallelize it. (SFS is originally proposed as a
disk-based algorithm [3].) Our implementation of parallelSFS presorts a dataset
according to a monotone preference function based on entropy [3].

7.1. Experiment setup

The experiments use both synthetic datasets and real datasets. We generate
synthetic datasets according to either independent distributions or anti-correlated
distributions [2]. For datasets based on independent distributions, we indepen-
dently generate all tuple elements using a uniform distribution. For datasets based
on anti-correlated distributions, we generate tuples in such a way that a good tu-
ple element in one dimension is likely to indicate the existence of bad elements in
other dimensions. We use two real datasets, Household and NBA, which follow
independent and anti-correlated distributions, respectively. All tuple elements are
restricted to the unit interval[0.0, 1.0) and represented as floating-point numbers
of 4 bytes.

A datasetD determines two parametersd andn:

• d denotes the dimensionality of the dataset.

• n denotes the number of tuples in the dataset, or its size. When reporting
the number of tuples, we useK for 1024 (e.g., 100K = 102400).

We use two groups of synthetic datasets based on independentand anti-correlated
distributions. The first group varies the dimensionality ofthe dataset: we use
d = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 andn = 100K to obtain2 ∗ 7 = 14 datasets, all of the
same size. The second group varies the number of tuples in thedataset: we use
d = 10 andn = 10K, 50K, 100K, 500K, 1000K, 5000K to obtain2 ∗ 6 = 12
datasets, all with the same dimensionality. (Thus we use a total of14+12−2 = 24
synthetic datasets.)

Given a dataset, we specify each experiment with a single parameterc:
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• c denotes the number of cores participating in parallel skyline computation.

For each dataset, we tryc = 1, 4, 8, 16. Note that even whenc is set to1, parallel
BBS, parallel SFS, and parallel SSkyline do not degenerate to their sequential
counterparts because of the use of accumulators or flag arrays.

We run all experiments on a Dell PowerEdge server with four quad-core Intel
Xeon 1.6GHz CPUs (a total of sixteen cores) and 8 gigabytes of main memory.
The disk page size is 4 kilobytes. We compile all the algorithms using gcc 4.2.4
with -O3 option. In all experiments, the main memory is largeenough to hold all
data (both source data and intermediate results) manipulated by each algorithm.
As the main performance metric, we use the elapsed timeT measured in wall
clock seconds. We writeTc for the elapsed time whenc cores are used. For
parallel BBS, we do not include the time for building R-trees from datasets; for
parallel SFS, we include the time for presorting datasets. All measurements are
averaged over 10 sample runs.

For PSkyline, we need to choose the numberb of blocks into which the dataset
is divided in the first step. Too low a value forb diminishes the benefit of parallel
computation during the first step (a parallel application ofSSkyline). For example,
settingb to 1 results in a sequential skyline computation regardless of the number
of cores available because PMerge is never invoked. Too higha value forb, on the
other hand, incurs an unnecessarily high cost of spawning threads. In the extreme
case ofb = n, a total ofn threads are spawned only to find singleton skyline sets.
After experimentally determining the relation betweenb and the performance of
PSkyline, we choose to setb to c, in which case the speedup is usually maximized.

7.2. Effect of different numbers of cores on the speed

The first set of experiments test the effect of using multiplecores on the speed
of parallel BBS, parallel SFS, parallel SSkyline, and PSkyline.

7.2.1. Effect of dimensionality and dataset size
Figure 1 shows the speedup relative to the case ofc = 1 when d, the di-

mensionality of the dataset, varies from4 to 16, while n is set to100K. For each
dataset, it shows the elapsed timeT1 for the case ofc = 1 in parentheses; the tables
show the density of skyline tuples for each dataset. Parallel BBS, parallel SFS,
and parallel SSkyline, all of which are originally proposedas sequential skyline
algorithms, exhibit a similar pattern of increase in speedup: the speedup increases
to a certain point, far less than the number of cores, and thenremains stable or
gradually decreases asd increases. For example, both parallel BBS and parallel
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dimensionality 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
skyline tuples (%) 0.35 2.60 8.95 26.18 44.32 66.08 82.09
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Figure 1: SpeedupT1

T
(n = 100K)
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SFS achieve the maximum speedup whend = 12 for independent datasets and
whend = 8 for anti-correlated datasets; parallel SSkyline achievesthe maximum
speedup whend = 10 for independent datasets and whend = 8 for anti-correlated
datasets. In contrast, the speedup of PSkyline increases towardsc asd increases.
Thus PSkyline better utilizes multiple cores for high-dimensional datasets. In
particular, for independent datasets, PSkyline achieves aspeedup close toc asd
increases toward16. For anti-correlated datasets withd ≥ 12, PSkyline achieves
a superlinear speedup of more thanc, which we explain in detail in Section 7.2.2.

Note that for a few datasets with low dimensionalities (independent datasets
with d = 4, 6 and anti-correlated dataset withd = 4), an increase inc sometimes
results in a decrease in the speedup. For such datasets with relatively few skyline
tuples, the overhead of spawning multiple threads and performing synchronization
can outweigh the gain from an increase in the number of cores.In particular, an
increase ofc from 4 to 8 and from8 to 16 means that we use not just multiple cores
but multiple CPUs (two and four CPUs, respectively), in which case the overhead
is much higher.

Among parallel BBS, parallel SFS, and parallel SSkyline, it isparallel SSky-
line that achieves the best speedup for all datasets. This isbecause both parallel
BBS and parallel SFS accumulate multiple candidate skyline tuples that are in-
comparable with each other before performing parallel sections, which is inher-
ently a sequential execution. The portion of such a sequential execution is much
smaller in parallel SSkyline (only lines 1, 2, and 24 in Algorithm 6); thus parallel
SSkyline is more suitable for parallelization than parallel BBS and parallel SFS.
We remark, however, that although parallel SSkyline achieves a better speedup
than parallel BBS and parallel SFS, it is the slowest for most high-dimensional
datasets. For example, for the anti-correlated dataset with d = 8, whenc = 16,
the speedup of parallel SSkyline is14.3 while it takes4.98 seconds to compute the
whole skyline tuples. The speedup of parallel BBS and parallelSFS is approxi-
mately10 and8, respectively, while their elapsed time is3.65 and2.01 seconds,
respectively.

Figure 2 shows the speedup relative to the case ofc = 1 whenn, the number
of tuples in the dataset, varies from10K to 1000K, while d is set to10. As in
Figure 1, for each dataset, it shows the elapsed timeT1 for the case ofc = 1 in
parentheses; the tables show the density of skyline tuples for each dataset. For
this second group of datasets, all the algorithms exhibit a similar pattern of in-
crease in speedup: the speedup increases to a certain point,less than the number
of cores, and then remains stable or gradually decreases asn increases. Overall
an increase ofc from 4 to 8 and8 to 16 does not necessarily result in a perfor-
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dataset size 10K 50K 100K 500K 1000K 5000K
skyline tuples (%) 46.31 29.76 26.18 13.73 9.57 5.08
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dataset size 10K 50K 100K 500K 1000K 5000K
skyline tuples (%) 85.91 78.97 74.88 59.97 52.36 35.44
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Figure 2: SpeedupT1

T
(d = 10)
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mance improvement commensurate with the increase inc, as is the case for most
independent datasets. Note that there is no particular relation between the dataset
size and the speedup resulting from using multiple cores. Infact, as will be seen
in Section 7.2.2, the speedup depends more on the density of skyline tuples than
on the type of dataset (either independent or anti-correlated) or its size.

From these experiments, we draw the following conclusion:

• In general, parallel BBS, parallel SFS, parallel SSkyline, and PSkyline all
successfully utilize multiple cores and achieve a reasonable speedup as the
number of cores increases.

7.2.2. Effect of the density of skyline tuples
We expect that a higher density of skyline tuples gives a better utilization

of multiple cores by parallel BBS, parallel SFS, parallel SSkyline and PSkyline.
Here we experimentally test the relation between the speedup and the density
of skyline tuples using all the datasets from the previous experiments. For each
dataset, we calculateT1

T16
, the speedup from using sixteen cores relative to the case

of c = 1, and the density of skyline tuples.
Figure 3 shows the speedup versus the density of skyline tuples. We observe

a correlation between the speedup and the density of skylinetuples: there is little
performance gain when most tuples are non-skyline tuples, whereas a relatively
high speedup results when most tuples are skyline tuples. Moreover there is no
particular relation between the speedup and the type of the dataset (either inde-
pendent or anti-correlated). For example, PSkyline achieves a speedup of more
than15 for some independent dataset while it fails to achieve a speedup of2 for
some anti-correlated dataset.

Note that PSkyline is the most sensitive to the density of skyline tuples. When
the density of skyline tuples is high, most of the elapsed time is spent on domi-
nance tests between skyline tuples. Assume that all tuples are skyline tuples, and
a total ofs skyline tuples are equally distributed acrossc data blocks, wherec is
the number of cores. During the map phase of PSkyline, each block containss

c

skyline tuples and each thread performs
s

c
( s
c
+1)

2
= s2+sc

2c2
dominance tests. During

the reduce phase, PSkyline uses PMerge to combinec skyline sets where each set
containss

c
tuples. Since PMerge fully exploits multiple cores, PSkyline completes

the reduce phase in the following number of parallel steps:

s

c
·
s

c

c
+

2s
c
·
s

c

c
+ · · ·+

(c−1)s
c

·
s

c

c
= s2+2s2+···+(c−1)s2

c3
=

s2·
c(c−1)

2

c3
= s2c−s2

2c2
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Figure 3: SpeedupT1

T16

Hence PSkyline computes all skyline tuples ins2+sc
2c2

+ s2c−s2

2c2
= s(s+1)

2c
parallel

steps. Since PSkyline computes all skyline tuples ins(s+1)
2

sequential steps when
c = 1, we conclude that the speedup of PSkyline increases towardsc as the density
of skyline tuples increases. In fact, for some anti-correlated datasets with more
than80% of skyline tuples, PSkyline sometimes achieves a superlinear speedup
of more thanc = 16 because of the effect of using cache during the map phase:
a thread considers the whole dataset whenc = 1, whereas it considers only1

16
of

the dataset whenc = 16, thus resulting in more cache hits on average. (In our
experiments, each core has its own 2 megabyte cache.)

From these experiments, we draw the following conclusion:

• The speedup for parallel BBS, parallel SFS, parallel SSkyline, and PSkyline
is mainly driven by the density of skyline tuples. In particular, all the algo-
rithms are the most effective when most tuples are skyline tuples, or when
it needs a parallel computation the most.
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Dataset parallel BBS parallel SFS parallel SSkyline PSkyline
c = 1 c = 16 c = 1 c = 16 c = 1 c = 16 c = 1 c = 16

Household 0.3293 0.2662 0.5823 0.4377 1.5784 0.1939 0.4698 0.1325
NBA 0.0294 0.0418 0.0674 0.0568 0.1076 0.0341 0.0414 0.0427

Figure 4: Results on real datasets

7.3. Real datasets

The second set of experiments test parallel BBS, parallel SFS,parallel SSky-
line, and PSkyline on two real datasets Household and NBA. Household is a six-
dimensional dataset following an independent distribution (n = 127931 with 5774
skyline tuples) where each tuple records the percentage of an American family’s
annual income spent on six types of expenditures (http://www.ipums.org).
NBA is an eight-dimensional dataset following an anti-correlated distribution (n =
17264 with 1796 skyline tuples) where each tuple records the statistics of an NBA
player’s performance in eight categories (http://www.nba.com). For each
algorithm, we tryc = 1, 16.

Figure 4 shows the results on the real datasets. For Household, when using
sixteen cores, parallel BBS, parallel SFS, and PSkyline achieve only a speedup
of 1.23, 1.33, and3.55, respectively, while parallel SSkyline achieves a moder-
ate speedup of8.14. Note that for Household the density of skyline tuples is
low, i.e., 4.36%, which implies a relatively small speedup as explained in Sec-
tion 7.2.2. The moderate speedup of parallel SSkyline partly results from the fact
that it is much slower than other algorithms whenc = 1. For NBA, only parallel
SFS and parallel SSkyline achieve a small speedup (1.19 and3.16, respectively),
while parallel BBS and PSkyline even deteriorate in speed. Thereason is that
the dataset size is small and hence the overhead of spawning multiple threads
outweighs the benefit from an increase in the number of cores.To conclude, par-
allel skyline algorithms achieve only a small speedup when using multiple cores
on small datasets and datasets with a low density of skyline tuples on which the
sequential algorithms already run fast enough.

7.4. Scalability of the proposed algorithms

We expect that when more cores are available (for example32 and64), the
speedup of each parallel algorithm still increases with thenumber of cores. Es-
pecially when the density of skyline tuples is high, the speedup of each algorithm
increases towards the number of cores. To see why, assume that all tuples are sky-
line tuples. Then all the algorithms compute a total ofs skyline tuples ins(s+1)

2
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sequential steps when only a single core is available. (In the case of parallel BBS,
we ignore dominance tests involving intermediate nodes.) When a total ofc cores
are available and all skyline tuples are equally distributed acrossc data blocks,
PSkyline computes all skyline tuples ins(s+1)

2c
parallel steps as described in Sec-

tion 7.2.2. As for parallel SSkyline, each core equally performs the following
number of dominance tests:

(s− 1) + · · ·+ (s− s
c
) =

s

c
(s− s

c
+s−1)

2
=

s(2s− s

c
−1)

2c

Hence parallel SSkyline computes all skyline tuples in
s(2s− s

c
−1)

2c
parallel steps.

Parallel SFS sequentially accumulatesγ incomparable tuples before performing
dominance tests in parallel. Ifγ divides intos, parallel SFS performsγ(γ−1)

2
· s
r
=

s(γ−1)
2

sequential steps and the following number of parallel steps:

γ·γ

c
+ 2γ·γ

c
+ · · ·+

( s

γ
−1)γ·γ

c
= γ2

c
{1 + 2 + · · ·+ ( s

γ
− 1)} = γ2

c
·
( s

γ
−1) s

γ

2
= s(s−γ)

2c

Similarly, if parallel BBS sequentially accumulatesβ incomparable tuples, it com-
putes all skyline tuples ins(β−1)

2
sequential steps ands(s−β)

2c
parallel steps. Note

that unlike parallel SSkyline and PSkyline, the elapsed time of parallel BBS and
parallel SFS is bounded bys(β−1)

2
and s(γ−1)

2
sequential steps respectively, regard-

less of the number of available cores.

8. Conclusion

The time is ripe for a marriage between database operations and multicore
architectures. We investigate parallel skyline computation as a case study of par-
allelizing database operations on multicore architectures. We believe that oppor-
tunities abound for parallelizing other database operations for multicore architec-
tures, for which our work may serve as a future reference.
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Appendix

Proof of Proposition 5.1

1. D[head . . . tail] ⊂ Dinner.
2. D[head] ≺≻ D[(head+ 1) . . . (i− 1)].
3. S(Dinner) = S(D[head . . . tail]).

Proof. We prove each invariant by induction on the iterations of theinner loop.
For Invariants 1 and 3, the base case holds because at the beginning of the first
iteration,Dinner is the value ofD[head . . . tail]. For Invariant 2, the base case
holds becauseD[(head+ 1) . . . (i− 1)] is empty (i− 1 = head from line 4).

For the inductive case, we assume that each invariant holds at the (k − 1)-st
iteration, and analyze three possible subcases:D[head] ≺ D[i], D[i] ≺ D[head],
andD[head] ≺≻ D[i]. Below we give the proof for the inductive case of each
invariant.

Proof of Invariant 1. Let Dk−1 be the value ofD[head . . . tail] at the beginning
of the (k − 1)-st iteration, whereDk−1 ⊂ Dinner by induction hypothesis. If
D[head] ≺ D[i], Dk is the same asDk−1 except that it excludes the value ofD[i]
from Dk−1. Likewise, ifD[i] ≺ D[head], Dk is the same asDk−1 except that it
excludes the value ofD[head] from Dk−1. OtherwiseDk is exactly the same as
Dk−1. ThereforeDk ⊂ Dk−1 and from the assumption,Dk ⊂ Dinner.
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Proof of Invariant 2. Assume that the invariant holds at the(k − 1)-st iteration:
D[head] ≺≻ D[(head+ 1) . . . (i− 1)]. If D[head] ≺ D[i], thenD[(head+ 1) . . . (i− 1)]
does not change. Therefore, from the assumption, the invariant holds. IfD[i] ≺ D[head],
then the invariant holds becauseD[(head+ 1) . . . (i− 1)] is empty (i−1 = head

from line 13). OtherwiseD[head] ≺≻ D[i]. After i increases by 1,D[head] ≺≻ D[i]
is rewritten asD[head] ≺≻ D[i− 1], and the assumption is rewritten asD[head]
≺≻ D[(head+ 1) . . . (i− 2)]. HenceD[head] ≺≻ D[(head+ 1) . . . (i− 1)].

Proof of Invariant 3. Let Dk−1 be the value ofD[head . . . tail] at the beginning
of the(k − 1)-st iteration, whereS(Dinner) = S(Dk−1) by induction hypothesis.
Inside the inner loop, ifD[head] ≺ D[i] or D[i] ≺ D[head], then only the value
of the dominated tuple is removed fromDk−1, which cannot be a skyline tuple.
OtherwiseDk is the same asDk−1. In either way,S(Dk) = S(Dk−1) and from
the assumption,S(Dk) = S(Dinner).

Proof of Proposition 5.2

4. D[1 . . . (head− 1)] ≺≻ D[head . . . tail].
5. S(Douter) = S(D[1 . . . tail]).
6. S(D[1 . . . (head− 1)]) = D[1 . . . (head− 1)].

Proof. We prove each invariant by induction on the iterations of theouter loop.
For Invariants 4 and 6, the base case holds because at the beginning of the first
iteration,D[1 . . . (head− 1)] is empty (head = 1 from line 1). For Invariant
5, the base case holds because at the beginning of the first iteration, Douter =
D[1 . . . tail].

Below we give the proof for the inductive case of each invariant.

Proof of Invariant 4. Assume that the invariant holds at the(k − 1)-st iteration:
D[1 . . . (head− 1)] ≺≻ D[head . . . tail]. LetDinner be the value ofD[head . . . tail]
before the inner loop starts. Then, by Invariant 1,D[1 . . . (head− 1)] ≺≻ D[head . . . tail]
still holds after the inner loop terminates. Together with Invariant 2,D[1 . . . head]
≺≻ D[(head+ 1) . . . tail]. After head increases by 1,D[1 . . . (head− 1)] ≺≻
D[head . . . tail] at the beginning of thek-th iteration.

Proof of Invariant 5. LetSk−1 beS(D[1 . . . tail]) at the beginning of the(k − 1)-st
iteration. As an induction hypothesis, assume that the invariant holds at the
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(k − 1)-st iteration; thenS(Douter) = Sk−1. We will showSk = Sk−1. Note
D[1 . . . tail] = D[1 . . . (head− 1)] ∪D[head . . . tail]. Then, by Invariant 4 and
Proposition 2.2,Sk−1 = S(D[1 . . . (head− 1)])∪ S(D[head . . . tail]). LetDinner

be the value ofD[head . . . tail] before the inner loop starts. ThenSk−1 = S(D[1 . . . (head− 1)])
∪ S(Dinner). By Invariant 3,Sk−1 = S(D[1 . . . (head− 1)])∪S(D[head . . . tail])
after the inner loop terminates. (Note that at this point,Dinner may differ from
the value ofD[head . . . tail].) By Invariants 2 and 4, and Proposition 2.2,Sk−1 =
S(D[1 . . . (head− 1)])∪ S(D[head])∪ S(D[(head+ 1) . . . tail]) = S(D[1 . . . head])
∪ S(D[(head+ 1) . . . tail]). After head increases by 1, by Invariant 4 and Propo-
sition 2.2,Sk−1 = S(D[1 . . . tail]) which isSk at the beginning of thek-th itera-
tion.

Proof of Invariant 6. As an induction hypothesis, assume that the invariant holds
at the(k − 1)-st iteration: S(D[1 . . . (head− 1)]) = D[1 . . . (head− 1)]. Let
Dinner be the value ofD[head . . . tail] before the inner loop starts at the(k − 1)-st
iteration of the outer loop. Then, by Invariant 4,D[1 . . . (head− 1)] ≺≻ Dinner.
After the inner loop terminates, by Invariant 1,D[1 . . . (head− 1)] ≺≻ D[head . . . tail]
and subsequentlyD[1 . . . (head− 1)] ≺≻ D[head]. After head increases by 1
(in line 19),D[1 . . . (head− 2)] ≺≻ D[head− 1] and the assumption is rewrit-
ten asS(D[1 . . . (head− 2)]) = D[1 . . . (head− 2)]. By proposition 2.2 and the
assumption,S(D[1 . . . (head− 1)]) = S(D[1 . . . (head− 2)]) ∪ S(D[head− 1])
= D[1 . . . (head− 2)] ∪ D[head− 1] = D[1 . . . (head− 1)], as desired.

Proof of Theorem 6.1
Proof. Let T1f andT2f be the final values ofT1 andT2 in line 16, respectively.
SinceT1 is initialized with S1 and never grows,T1f ⊂ T1 ⊂ S1 always holds.
SinceT2 is initialized with an empty set and admits only tuples inS2, T2 ⊂ T2f ⊂ S2

always holds. Our goal is to proveT1f = S1 ∩ S(S1 ∪ S2) and T2f = S2 ∩
S(S1 ∪ S2):

(1) T1f ⊂ S1 ∩ S(S1 ∪ S2);
(2) S1 ∩ S(S1 ∪ S2) ⊂ T1f ;
(3) T2f ⊂ S2 ∩ S(S1 ∪ S2);
(4) S2 ∩ S(S1 ∪ S2) ⊂ T2f .
(1) We have already shownT1f ⊂ S1. Considerx ∈ T1f . There is noy ∈

S2 such thaty ≺ x, for the invocation off y would find x in T1 in line 4 and
removex from T1 in line 6. SinceS2 contains no tuple dominatingx, we have
x ∈ S(S1 ∪ S2).
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(2) Considerx ∈ S1 ∩ S(S1 ∪ S2). If x 6∈ T1f , there must bey ∈ S2 such that
the invocation off y removesx from T1 in line 6. Suchy dominatesx (line 5),
which contradictsx ∈ S(S1 ∪ S2). Hence we havex ∈ T1f .

(1) and (2) proveT1f = S1 ∩ S(S1 ∪ S2).
(3) We have already shownT2f ⊂ S2. Considery ∈ T2f . The invocation

of f y must reach line 11, which means that it encounters nox ∈ T1 such that
x ≺ y. Moreover it encounters all tuples inT1f = S1 ∩ S(S1 ∪ S2) becauseT1

never admits new tuples. HenceS1 ∩ S(S1 ∪ S2) contains no tuple dominatingy,
and we havey ∈ S(S1 ∪ S2).

(4) Considery ∈ S2 ∩ S(S1 ∪ S2). If y 6∈ T2f , the invocation off y must
encounterx ∈ T1 such thatx ≺ y, which contradictsy ∈ S(S1 ∪ S2). Hence we
havey ∈ T2f .

(3) and (4) proveT2f = S2 ∩ S(S1 ∪ S2).
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